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Spiritual Needs and Physical Needs
story by Okwaho Redwood 
July 3, 2021

 Another long day in Outlands and then
back to the business of organizing and the
keeping of Gom Kuu'Jak relations.

Sometimes in battle there is only the fight,
living, surviving, and making sure those
next to you are still standing at the end of
the day.

Yestereve, a few met to discuss upcoming
plans, battle and of aid, welcoming
Bulwark to the planning sessions, and 

checking in on the morale of each other.

The Grin representatives were kind enough to report there were no further issues in Thrallmar and that all was well in
their new home.

At the same time, Redwood was happy to explain that their new bases, Zabra'Jin and Garadar were prospering.

I, personally, reported on the research that was starting with the Earthen Ring and the Furies, though with an over-
exuberance that while I feel it is possible to achieve the goals I have set for Draenor it will take an effort from many. 
The goal is two-fold, help to rebuild Draenor and to find ways to fortify and strengthen Azeroth's natural resources to
defend against the Legion should they breakthrough the portal.

Yestermoon's News
Kree Klimbing, Revelations, and Acorns
story by Okwaho Redwood 
July 2, 2021

 Another relaxing night in Crossroads...

Or was it.  Amidst a strange story by
Steelsplitter about losing her connection to
the elements, Flarefang revealed his own
difficulties with his parentage and that he
was going to search for his mother and
more information about his Draenei half.

And if that was not enough, the climbing
of the Kree, a tradition at the Weekly
Circle, was interrupted by an attack of 

of acorns flying down upon those attempting to climb.  Someone claimed it was squirrels but others blamed prairie
dogs were on the attack.  Of course, with the amount of alcohol being consumed, who knows what anyone saw.

Laughter and jokes ruled over the night however; pranks played by Cin'dol and Kaylla may also have backfired as
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Laughter and jokes ruled over the night however; pranks played by Cin dol and Kaylla may also have backfired as
shocking shoulder-guards tripped up the trash seeking duo.

Despite the fun, an advertisement was tacked to the Inn's walls and copies of the scroll sent far and wide. 
 
The Earthen Ring Calls - see the ad of the day and contact Okwaho if you wish to help.

Weekly Highlights

The Fast and the Furies
Shattrath News Wire 
July 1, 2021

Feeling more confident than ever with
Council Skybreaker and Da Doctah, both
in the Outlands, Okwaho Redwood called
for tribes members and allies to meet in
Garadar.

The Sage spoke briefly about the different
lands and hinted at what might be the
reason for the lands of Nagrand to be 
almost in one piece compared to the rest of
Draenor... and while some guessed, the 

Sage of Redwood led the way to the Throne of the Elements, home to the Elemental Furies.

As a representative of the Earthen Ring, Okwaho Redwood spoke about the youth of the Earthen Ring and its mission
back on Azeroth.  He also introduced those with him to the Elementalists that reside at the Throne of the Elements
and to the other inhabitants, the Furies, Gordawg, Incineratus, Aborius, and Kalandrios.

Most of the group had not been to
Nagrand and were hesitant to be sure, but
even amongst the Orcs, who knew about
the history of this land, there was
hesitation due to the past history of
corruption that many Orcs had undergone.

The Sage let the group marvel in awe at
the size of the Furies, and then drew their
attention to what was so different.  Unlike
their Azeroth counterparts, the Furies
were working together... in balance and
harmony.

The new mission from the Earthen Ring was to find out the history of this land, how the elements worked together and
would it be possible to use this information to help defend Azeroth should the Legion make their way through the
portal again.  No small task, but great rewards if the group could find answers.

Towards the end, many gathered around a small fire, catching up on adventures and laughs as family and friends are
want to do.

LATE BREAKING NEWS OUT OF DEADWIND PASS

Nightbane Falls
Story by Okwaho Redwood 
Picture by Solin 
July 1, 2021

More and more Tribes-members take the
fight to Karazhan and topple another
danger to Azeroth.  

The only question is what is the name of
this group, Krip Squad, Thunderdog or
Krip Thunderdog Team Squad?



Either way, another foe is defeated and the
mystery of Karazhan not so mysterious
any longer!

Redwood Topples Gruul
Thrallmar Daily News 
Picture contributed by Warlord Gin'jojo of Redwood Tribes 
June 29, 2021

Since the Tribes arrival in our broken world, they have shown both strength and honor in their words and actions!
Another threat has been defeated, but more stand on the horizon.  Will the Tribes continue to stand tall as their motto
dictates?  Thrallmar will be glad to call on them again!

Words of Inspiration and Hope!
Story by Okwaho Redwood 
June 28, 2021

Longwalker Tawahne Duskhoof gathered
the hardworking tribes-members of
Redwood to speak about hopes and
dreams, along with gaining the resolve to
stand by our goals.

There was much to be learned from one
another, but it was also good to see the
Chieftain doing better thanks to
Skybreaker, though the Dogwood Pagoda
tree sought to help when the Chieftain
complained of how much the healing scar
tissue was itching!

While the fighting continues and will until Azeroth is safe from the Legion's designs, it was nice to take a much
needed break from the frontlines and pressures.

Perhaps someday, what we fight for will come to pass.

Back to Top Comedy Crossroads Rumors & Tall Tales Stunning Vistas Calendar of Events Homefront

How to Amaze a Pathfinder
Story by Okwaho Redwood 
June 28, 2021

On Azeroth, Branharak Skybreaker made the world his home...
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From the top of Ironforge Mountain to the site of the Mount Hyjal victory, Skybreaker led many of the Tribes to see the
ends of the earth and helped many of us to see it firsthand.

Pictures above courtesy of Bran and Okwaho

The other night we returned the favor.  

Wanderlust is hard put aside when it is part of your being, Skybreaker.  There are places in this broken world that will
be lost to all time and knowledge, and then there is Nagrand. 
 
The Throne of Elements and the Earthen Ring Call.  

For Skybreaker and all Shaman of our worlds, the journey begins... click for details:  ( Ju ly 1st ,  2021 - The Fast and The Furies)

Back to Top Comedy Crossroads Rumors & Tall Tales Stunning Vistas Calendar of Events Homefront

Comedy Crossroads
 

With Kathley Roe Vock of Hand of Lordaeron

                I'm starting to think that as a whole, the sentient races of Azeroth might
be abusing magic. Sure, it's nice to have something to defend yourself with if a
rampaging crazed centaur is running you down, but I think we could be a lot
better off if we used magic in more practical ways than just burning everyone we
see.

                Every now and then, I'll come across some starving Hordie out in the middle of nowhere, INSIDE a village
or camp, begging for someone to go out and bring back gigantic lobster claws from murderous crustaceans or
something. Then when you bring it to them, they pay you! Obviously the solution is to just conjure food for everyone,
right? No! There is magic that raises your intelligence, ironically it is the mages who can perform it. Use that spell to
make this idiot Orc remember that he has currency in his pocket, and can just go BUY THEIR OWN FOOD.

                Another situation you may have encountered, "Hey there adventurer, I need you to go down into this
innocuous looking cavern that will somehow snake it's way to the core of the planet where demons have been
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innocuous looking cavern that will somehow snake it s way to the core of the planet, where demons have been

plotting to rip us all to shreds. You see, my family has always passed down my great great great great grandmother's
stamp collection, and in my haste to escape from literal hell, I went and oopsy woopsy dropped it!"

                I got a spell for you too, jerk! It's part of a school of magic called Geomancy, and I'll use it to first: cave in
that entire damn structure, burying the demons and your dumb stamps so you can move on with your life. Second:
and this spell doesn't even  use mana, pick up a rock and blast you in the face with it for wasting my time.

                Isn't magic awesome?

Rumors and Tall Tales
 

As overheard at
Spirits of the Earth

Mother Tavern

Just how many Shaman do you
need to protect the Chieftain
in these spooky places? 

How ever many is needed,
Redwood Shamans are at the
ready!

Bonejangle seen flying high... wait is that thing safe?

Brothers gaze upon...
Brothers?  These elements
are behaving strangely or is
it the ones on Azeroth that
are strange?  Time to find
out what these Furies are
all about!

The Sage and Tigerpaw making plans in the back area of the Wayfarer's Inn...



Back to Top Comedy Crossroads Rumors & Tall Tales Stunning Vistas Calendar of Events Homefront

 

Stunning Vistas

Branharak Seeing Far

Mohrn's New Fangled Flying Machine 
captured by Gin'jojo

Han'zee captures a look we
have all see up close - Kaibi

charging for cuddles

Swirling Sky over Auchindoun

Tanchou the Tree Sitter

Jaylenth on an trek
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New Feature: Caption Contest

Caption this
screenshot and
send to Okwaho
on discord at: 

Winter#3381 

Entries must be 
received by
Sunday June 27 
at midnight
pacific 
(server time)

Chosen entry will
receive 25 gold,
so please add
your in game
name to your
entry. 

Have a
Screenshot that
fits a caption
contest, send
those in, too!

Caption: The Arakkoa purposefully keep an odd number of skulls
on this landmark to catch easy meal after the adventurers have
fallen victim to their own OCD.  (entry winnter by Zalgul)

Stay tuned for a new contest announcement coming soon!

Back to Top Comedy Crossroads Rumors & Tall Tales Stunning Vistas Calendar of Events Homefront

Calendar of Events - contact editor to be added
 

 June 28 - 5pm Spoken Spirits - Share words of Morale, Encouragement, Honesty at Garadar
June 30 - 6pm An'she's Warmth - Tawahne Duskhoof leads an effort to help those in need
July 01 - 5pm Earthen Ring - The Fast and The Furies with Okwaho Redwood leading
July 03 - 530 Jak'Thra with Blacktooth Grin
2nd weekend of July get ready for Tonk Season 2 to Begin with host K.B. of Hand of Lordaeron

 
For Weekly events, see the Grobbulus Calendar posted in the Horde RP Discord

Thursdays 6pm - Homeland Relief hosted by Bulwark - Azeroth - different locations each week
Fridays 6pm - Weekly Circle RP with Redwood - open to all. (most fridays)
Sat 4pm -Face your Demons with Gabriel and Father Ross, weekly therapy group - Tarren Mill
(see advertisements) 
Sun 4pm - Fishing with Friends with Branharak Skybreaker - Pond outside of WC - Fishing for
Prizes    
Sun 6pm - Redwood Roadhouse unless noted otherwise 
Saturday (7pm) and Monday (6pm) Triffy D'argentine leads new and old activities with The
Lighthouse

 
Many events have an advertisement, see link at the top of the page, and if you have an event you
would like to see listed here or advertised msg. Okwaho in game, on Discord: Winter#3381 or email
to Lohkawaswildmane@gmail.com

 

On the Homefront
Lakerunner lands another winner!
Thunder Bluff Associated Press
June 28, 2021

Peshko Lakerunner, fisherman, cook, and
steadfast friend, wins another fishing
contest taking  home another prize!  And
then he stayed and cooked up some

l t fi h di h !
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succulent fish dishes!

On another note, the notoriety of
Branharak's Fishing with Friends is
attracting more and more visitors...
including the Alliance.  One just came up
and started fishing with everyone.  The
Horde present all held to the "Code"!

Right there by the
mushroom... 

Alliance joins in
on the fishing
contest, remains
unharmed thanks
to: 
"fisherman's code" 

Perhaps some
death squads at
other fishing
contests should
remember the
"Code", too!

Successful Journeys and Rites
story by Okwaho Redwood 
June 25, 2021

Rites of Passage with the Tribes is never
easy.  The expectations of the Elders
and Officers of the Tribes are set high
and not always an obvious target.

What is expected is some thought and
care in how one proceeds through the
testing.

In this cycle's Rites, the Tribes leaders
led the way from the Barrens to the
Peak of Stonetalon, testing the wisdom

 of the initiates and tribesmembers seeking to advance within the Tribes.

Of course, some might question how a bear, Kaibi, can pass a Rites of Wisdom, but aside from playfulness, Kaibi is very
expressive and has shown clearly she knows friend from foe. 

The Tribesmembers that
attended Rites showed a
strong knowledge of the
lands that have long been
under Redwood's
protection and care,
reaching back to the days
of the Firetotem where
these traditions began.

Our past and the struggles
of all our members will be
what guides our future as

t k h ll



we take on new challenges
as one Tribes.

Legal Aid on The Bluffs?
Submitted by an Anonymous Source 
June 21, 2021

If you have not been on the Bluffs lately, or if you are new to some of the behind the scene politics of Thunder Bluff, you
may have missed some of the recent drama.

Here is the breakdown:

There is a council of Chieftains that
advises Cairne Bloodhoof, who makes
the final decisions.

But the day to day business is not run
by Chieftains.  That is the function of
the Thunder Bluff  Commerce
Committee.  You have not heard of it?

"No surprise.  You would think the
Bluffs have little time for red tape, but
there is no exception, even here," says
Sura Wildmane from her leather
harness shop.  "I have had to file
paperwork for a license to have
meeting space, thanks to the Council of
the Redwood always using my

workspace.  And a seasonal renewal at that, which they say will fund more fruit trees around the Bluffs, but currently
how many new trees have you seen?"

The Brewery, Spirits of the Earth Mother, has also been thrown into the firepit, as owner Okwaho Redwood, has opened
the doors to first a Comedy Club and now Debate Facility.  Something about appropriate commercial licenses was seen
on a scroll tacked to the front of the tipi before Leidolfr began setting up for business on mini-debate night. 

Seems like entrepreneur, Leidolfr Redwood has found another reason to start a new venture.  We wish him well against
the TBCC, who right now acts as if they have no one to answer to. 
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